Welcome Message from DMWPC Workshop Chairs

Welcome to the forth International Workshop on Data Management for Wireless and Pervasive Communications (DMWPC-2011). This workshop focuses on challenges and opportunities for data management in the rapidly changing world of wireless networks and pervasive computing.

The technical program of DMWPC consists of 5 high quality papers accepted for presentation and publication in the workshop proceedings. These selected high quality papers have been divided into two Sessions.

The program committee consists of members with very diverse, international backgrounds. We are very grateful to all program committee members for the time-consuming and meticulous work in evaluating the papers. We also thank the AINA 2011 workshop chairs for their guidance during the entire workshop process.

We highly appreciate the efforts of all authors in preparing and submitting their papers to DMWPC 2011. Last, but not least, we thank all of the attendees for contributing to the success of this workshop. We hope you will find the scientific program rewarding. The papers capture a snapshot of the current state of research and development in the wireless and pervasive data management field. We hope that it will serve as an invaluable reference and a source of new ideas for future research in the area.
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